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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
One of the principal avenues of research open to oonteapor&r7 
p..,cholocr lies in the development of an adequate ph1a1010gical 
pSl'Choloc;r. The term is not to be underartood in the senae tbat the 
branch of psyoholocr known as pb7aiological pqoholol7 conatitutes 
a separaie aoience diatinct tram both pb1l101ogy aDd p..,oholocr. 
Rather, as ita DaM implies, it 18 • 11nlc bet.en two buically 
related disoipU ... s, pb7aiololT and pqohology. 
More apecs1t1oally, the content and nature ot ph7aiological 
psycholog depend on a solid lmowledp ot the tact. and methods ot 
pbp1olo17 and the related biological .cience.. SUch a knowledge 
mu.t auide the PlI1Chologiat" 1m'eatigatiolll ot the processes 
\Ulder1.y1.q the sen.ory perceptual, and motor aotbiti.s whioh lie 
at the l"Oota ot beba'rior. 
The dq 18 put when major prolNs, in pqchololT can be expected 
trom an approach that 11ld.te it •• tudT to input and outpu.t and relegate. 
tbe reactiou of the orpn1_ to a little blaok box beyond the pale of 
lioit inft8tiptioa. It P81Cholol7 i. to continue to live up to the 
promise of the put and to lI"ow vitor .. eDOUgh to meet the challenge 
ot the tuture, the pqchologiat JIlUt litt the Ud from thi. little 
black box and begin to investigate what SO- on iuide. 
The com1.ction that IIOre attention ast be paid to the subject 
is growing toda7 and is reaching an ever more numerous body of 
ps;rohologists. At thi. point it will be IUttioient to mention a tew 
1 
2 
works produced by authors of quite diverse backgrou;n.ds and orientations, 
but all bearing the stamp of suoh an idea. Allport (1.941), J4q (1958), 
Amold (1960), Tumor (1960) and l401frer (1960)" 
'!'he _thode and techniques of physiolog1cal psycholog do not, 
to be sure, exhaust the wide gaJDllt. of poasible a'Venues of l"9searoh 
-
into the role p~d by the organism or 8Ubject. There are other 
_thods of investigating and assessing this role in various experimental 
situationa. But the fact remains that these methods constitute a lIeans 
of p1'8dUection for the psychologist of today and that high hopes are 
cherished for considerable progress through their use. 
(bataoles to this expected progl'8sa exist. however j and it 18 
1m.port.ant that these obstacles be given d.ue consideration at this 
point. 
In the first place the neurophy8101og1st seems, With so_ juBt1.t1-
cation, to distrust the work ot the psychologist as being too 
exolusiwly behaVioral or .funot1onal and too lacking 1n adequate 
controls of a biological nature. espeoial.l.y in the domain of histology. 
He tends to look askaloe at studies 1nYolving careful and precise 
testing of behavior or function w1t..tlOtlt careful use ot Pl'OpIl" techniques 
for determining the pNcise location of brain damage or stimula.tion. 
'the psychologist, for his part, tends to consider that the 
precision and exactitude achieved in the determmation ot the locus 
of tissue, damage or electrode implantation 18 .... asted 1.f the investigator 
18 satisfied with rou.gh observations of a naive kind without proper 
controls. This, he f1nds. is no proper "Ifq to determ1ne the behavioral 
or funotional. effects of such neurophysiological intervention, no 
J 
matter how precisely localized.· 
Furthermore) the psychologist contends that oaref'Ul psychological 
analysia of !\motton is an essential prerequisite for intelligent 
understanding ot the neurophysiological findings. See, tor example, 
the 'comments or Scheerer (19.$4. p. 122) and Arnold (1960, Vol. I, 
p_ 14) .• 
SoDa pqchologiste tend to mistrust an approach which produces 
De\l1'OPh1'81&1og1oal changes more or less at random and then speculates 
on what the results, (and those results only whiCh happen to s\rike a 
particular obae1"Ver) J may mean. This prooedure, theY'maintain, 18 
plttting the cart before the horse. What is needed. such psychologists 
claim, is a systematio effort at investigating :functions previously 
established by approved psychological analysis. These :tunct,iona 
should then be tested by approwd psychological methods before, after, 
and (Where pos81ble) even during the physiological ohanges. ~y in 
this way can 'W8 hope to make progress in understanding what rasul ts 
do actually tollow upon ll8urophTslo1og1cal changes. 
It is notorious, of oouree, that workers in the borderline fields 
involving inteniisciplinar.r approaches often employ inadequate 
methodolog:r 111 one field or the other precisely because in our cla7 and 
• it i8 an 1mmenae task to master even a a1ngle field adequately. 
Perhaps the problem posed by the radical inabUi ty ot a single 
individual to excel in ll1OZ'G than one complex field oan be sol wd only 
through the COOperative work of teams including specialists in each 
o.f the relevant branohe8 of learning. Nevertheless, it does seem 
ill place to s1ngle out for empl}asis that 1 t w0I11d be well for both 
parties to tum their attention !'rom the mote in their rival's eye 
long enough to consider honestly' the beam in their own. 
'lh1s suggeS'bion would apI'l7 !! fortiori to the physiological 
psychologist at wol'k on the border betlw.Mmtbeae two disciplines. 
Ha, more perhaps than a:tr¥ one else, should attempt to incorporate 
the valid claims of each group into his work. He should attempt 
to :Integrate into hie methodology sufficient precision in each 
domain to achie'98 a raau.lt that satieties the legitimate deunda 
of both gl"Otlp8 of 1nwatigators. 
!he pnaant stud7 represents an attempt to approach as near17 
as possible to this ideal. To what extent or within What limits 
it haa been 8ttccesstul onl¥ the future 1f1ll reveal} but it appaara 
va.1.uable hent to show brieny how the fOl'egoing considerations 
directed the choice of the fieU of :1rrJest1gation, the del ind.tat.ion 
o:t tJJ:J problem, and the selection of tbt methods of research that 
were used. This sketch wUl aonati tute the nma.1n.dw of th18 
chapter. 
Once it had been. determined that this investigation should be 
di19cted toward the shadd1ng of some light on the role of the 
organism in behavior, it was olear that the stuttr Blst transcend. 
an 1npu:t, and output approach to the subject. Input and output wen 
not to be excluded from the study, of course, but the precise point 
of in'Wlstigation was to be the processes within the organism that 
lie at the roots of behavior. 
4 
With this or1.tmtaUon in lII.i.nd it is evident from what has already 
been said that the study mst, proceed along the following linea 1:1 
order to achieve its aims. In the first plaoeJ the study mwrt begin 
with a systematic and aonsistent psychological analysis of funcUona. 
Secondly, it mst continue by adopt1ng an objective and dependable 
mthod of testing the functions or process.. tmmtua.lly selected for 
investigation, or, if' none pzoved adequate as they stood. b;y deTiaing 
possible adaptations at existing _thods aoconling to the approved 
standards ot scientific work in P81Ohology_ Thirdly, the study'muat, 
employ the available knowledge or st,ruct.ures and research methods 
available .from the neurophysiological field. In short, it may be said 
t.hat the study mat begin in t.he theoretical field, proceed to emplo;y 
the _thode at the experi..atnta1 field (once testable hTPotheaes had 
been tOm1lated), and conclude with proper use of the physi010g1cal 
field. 
In the theoretiaal field t.he psychologioal analysis of M. B. 
Antold was adopted after care.tu.l oonsiderat,1on. The reasons which 
led to this choice mq be ve'f7 br1etly ou\1ined here. 
In the tirst place the anal.;yais or Arnold (1960) 1s based upon 
a clear and precise statement ot the assumptions and embedded concepts 
used in the anal.y's1s and of the method of analysis employed. 1'his 
clarity and precision made the i.dent1.f'iaation of the various functions 
e1II8rg1ng from the analysis comparatively unallbiguoua. The lack or 
this clarity would have made the ana.l.ysis extreme17 d1ffioult to 
translate into an ex:perimntal situation. 
In the second place. the anal;ysis is anrmable to translation 
into l18asurable operations. Unl1lce many of the hypotbetioo-deducti-q 
systems in ex1:ater..ce today. this anal.ysis commits itsol£ to testable 
proposit.ions. For this rea,BOn it seerood an excellent basis tor 
experimentally oriented \tOm. 
In the third place, this analysis clearly aepara:tes the data 
6 
from which it is derived trom arry theoretical constructs or systematic 
assumptions involved in its presentation. '1'h1s teat.ure seemed apt to 
lead to greater precision :in dslilidUng preci8e~ what was be1ng 
tested and in what DlU1SUl"e this testing could be related to constructs 
or theoret1aalelaborations. 
Final.ly', this arWllysis MeJ,ll&d ideal tor research in the field 
of ph7siolog1cal psychology prec1sel¥ 'because it is followed by 
concrete a.pplications to the field ot physiology and by concrete 
predictions and hypotheses within this t:1.eld. 
Careful study ot these pred:i.ct,ions and hypotheses led to a keen 
interest in the role and function or the ol.fs.ctory and hippocampal 
systems ot the brain. Since definite testable fUnctions _l'8 
sug~sted. for these systems and concrete evidence tor the hypothese. 
was presented, it 8e6JtSd worth1rb1le to S1.J.bait at least one ot these 
perceptive hypotheses to the test of eXperirlantat1on. 
The next step, ot course, involved elaborating an e:q:'le:ri.Jx8ntal 
_thod capable of testing the functions of these systems as intel"l'8d 
h'om the analysis. The method used was selected ~r due consideration 
of many possible techniques and methods o£ investigation. The final 
choice fell upon the IOOthods ot "operant conditioning. ft 'lhis JEtbod 
would employ as a fundamental variable the rate ot operant response 
under different stimulus c<md1tions. In this way it was hoped that 
7 
greater sensitivity of measurement might be attained by increasing 
the magnitude of the numbers emplOYf'd. The ll'ethod permitted precise 
determination of units of measurewmt Without elaborate asstUliptions 
of a statistical nature. The fact that such methods are rea.d.ily 
adaptable to the albino rat which was the ohosen subject, tor the 
study, that commercially construoted .e~1"1mantal equipment desilJ18d 
for this technique was available, and that the simplicity ot the data 
allomd greater objeotivity .. ra further decie1ve advantages. 
Finally, 1',h, question ot neuro~iologioal methods and 
techniques was critical.. Although the eXperinenter spent mIle than 
a year and a half in acquiring the surgieal and other techniques 
and lOOthods that were to be employed in this study, it was olear 
that the necessary competence for tho post-mortem histological studies 
could only be achieved by recourse to a profeeaional techniCian. It 
may be considered that this step re~sented a move in the diftotion 
ot the team approach su17,8ested in the earlier part ot this chapter. 
This brief sketch of the approach used in this study and of the 
ratlon.Ue behind the approach will serve to make clear the nature 
and scope ot this research. '!he complex! ty of the pl'Oblems encotUltered 
in even so simple an investigation and the more detailed realization 
or the bare outline given in this. ohapter should beoome olearer as 
the details of this study unfold in subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 2 
The Olfactory and Hippocampal. Systems 
One ot the most f'ascinating enigmas in the f'ield of' physiological 
psychology and in the related areas of neurophysiology and neurology 
today is the question of' the function of' the part. of tho brain known 
as the rhinancephsl.on~ Since this stu<tr bears direotly on this area 
ot the brain, it would be well at this point to review the literature 
on this subject. in order to set the task undertaken here in a proper 
perspeat iWh 
'the term, rhinencephalon, (meaning "nose brain") seems to have 
been first used by Kolliker and referred to those regions of the 
bram thought to be concemed with the Bense of'smell (Peele, 1961., 
p. 527). It was, of' course, long known that the olf'a.ctory nerves 
aris8 in the epi thBlium of the upper nasal oavity, pierce the cribiform 
plate of the ethmoid bone, and enter the olfactory bulb of the brain. 
Cytoarchitectural. studies by Campbell (1905) and Brodmann (1909) 
sugge sted that there is a basio structural s1milarlty between the 
olfactory bulbs, the olfactory tubercle, and the hippocampus) thas 
it was natural to assume that these structures, which correspond to 
the rhinencephalon of Kolliker, are the brain structures that mediate 
the actiVities of' the sense of small. 
On the basia of supposed connections between these areas it was 
simply assumad tha.t the hippocampus 'vaa~,he cortical receiVing area 
for smell con-espond1ng to the cortical projection areas of the other 
senses. (See, for example I the success! va editions of' Ranson and 
8 
Clark, 1920, 1923, 1927, 193.5, 1943, 1947, and even 1953. see also 
the 8t1ccessive editions of Uorris and Schaeffer, 191.4, 1921" 1942, 
1947 J and contrast Peele, 1954, with Peele, 1961, in the treatment 
of the hippoC811'lpllS). 
lWentually, however, Papas (1929, 1937, 1938) reY1ewed the 
eTid8nce and concluded that much of the so-called lInose brain" was in 
reality not simply olfactory in function. Rather, certain of these 
stru.otures seemed to be related to emotional moods and states. Prime 
among t.hese structures was the hippocampus which he considered. the 
discharging structure for the emotions. 
At. about the same time that Papec was writing theRe revolutionary 
suggestions, nuvar and Bucy began the experimental studies on the 
effects of temporal l.obectomy which .... re to bring furt.her attention 
to these areas of t.he brain. They reported that there were remarkable 
changes in t.he behaVior of monkeys after ablation of the temporal lobes, 
inoluding parts of the hippocampus. 'their monkeys displayed remarkable 
actiVity, running from object to object and atteapt,ing to mouth and 
exreU each, repeating this procedure no matter how often they encountered 
an object. Their eating habits changed drast1ca.ll.y, leading them to 
devour all sorts of foods that normal monkeys would not eat. The 
animals did not chatter at each other or join in the normal noise of 
the oolony at feeding time. (ltlu'f9r and Buoy, 1939). 
It was at this point that Allen began his well known series of 
studies on olfactory discrimination. in dogs. He applied the mthode 
of classical oonditioning and conoluded that the correot performance 
of olfaotory discrimination tasks did not. depend on the integrity of 
the hippocmapus and fom1.x systems, but rather on the pyritOl"lD-
amygdaloid areas (Allen, 1940, 1941). Later he found that ewn 
10 
ablation of these areas did not prewnt the leaming of a conditioned 
response to clove 'Vapor, nor the abUity ot the dogs to select a 
packet of mea.t from a collection of packets containing non-ed1ble 
materials (Al.lsn, 1944). Still later, he reported that bilateral 
frontal lobeotomy prevented the aDqUisition of olfactory conditioned 
responses and the leam1ng of a multiplechoica olfactory discrimination 
between cloves and asafetida, although the dogs apparen~ could still 
smell since they could seleot the packets of meat as before. (Allen, 
1948). 
Du.ring this sama period Brodal (1947) made a thorough review of 
the literat,ure available at that date and came to the conclusion that 
the hippocampus was not directly involved in the sense of smell. 
lIacLean (1949) then took up Papea's suggestion that the hippocampu.s 
was inwlwd in emotional reactions. He pointed out that the 
hippocampus 18 80 placed that it can correlate every form of internal 
and external perception and that it also has relqs to the hypo-
thalanns and somatic motor system which make it capable of producing 
somatic and autonomic reactions. 
WaaLean's article brought widespread attention to this part. of 
the brain and its possible .tunctions. Experimental studies began to 
multiply'. These studies ranged from the delicate histological. work 
of Lorente de No (1949) on the cytoarchiteoture of the hippocaDlpWl 
and related cortioal areas, to the recording of electrical potential. 
in various parts of the rbmencephalon (Mayer and Allison, 1949, 
Adrian, 19.50; Sem-.Jacobsen et al.., 1953; Allison, 195)&, 195)b, 
19>4; Hernandes-Peon at al., 1960). The facts began to emerge more 
clearly as the effects of direct electrioal et1mulation of the 
hippooampus (Green and Adsy I 1954, 19>6; Green and Arduini, 1954) 
and of lesions in the rhinencephalon (Green, Clemente and DeGroot, 
19.57; Green, Steelman et a1.., 1958) were reported. 
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In the meantimet, various inwstigators proposed hypothetical 
!\mctions for the hippocampus. '1'hus Kaada (19,$l) suggested that the 
hippocampus might serve the role ~ a forebrain suppressor. Penfield 
(1955) wggested on the basia of neurololical evidence that the 
hippocamptls is a memory mechani8ID; later he presented :further eVidence 
to support. this oontention (Penfield and til.ner, 19.58). 1AcI.ardy 
(19.59), taking an analogy from compI1tera, spoke of the hippooampus 
na a detector-ooder of informatim from the temporal. lobes. 
'!'he net resul. t of this research and this cOllection of evidence 
was a. oonYiction on the part of contemporar,y neUl"Oph.;ysio1ogista and 
neurologists that, whatever might be the· role of the hippooampu.s, it 
is certainly not the ol.factor,y projection coJ"telt. 'or one thing, as 
Peele (19)4, 19(1) points out, it is clear now, in the light of 
accumulated 8Y1denoe, that there are no d1J.'ect oonnectiOl18 from the 
olfactory tracts to the hippocampus as had previouaq been supposed. 
For another, more and more .... idence points to other areas u the 
regions whioh mediate these olfactory functiCl'lS. 
Thus, Pribram and lIaoLean (19.53) haVl.\ shown by neuronographio 
analysis that there are connections from the wntro .... d1al neocortex 
of the frontal lobe (including the ol.fact017 areas) to the subcallosal 
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and uedial frontal orbital. cortex. There are also other linkages 
to the prepyritom area. All.ison and Meyer (~yer and Allison, 1949 
and Allison, 1954) have shown that the lateral olfactory striae 
terminate in the prepyr:U'om area. F1nal.ly, PribrBllif Lennox, and 
Dunsroore (19!SO) have shown that there are oonneetions bora the 
olfactory tubercle to the medial orbital cortex, subcallosal (septal) 
cortex .. posterior orbital. cortex, and the preP11'ifol"Dl area. In view 
of this av1dance (as Papez (19.$9) and Peele (].961) point 0111',), these 
areas mat be considered the candidates for the function of projection 
and association cortices for the sense of smll. 
On the basis of the analysis of functions :mentioned in a previous 
cha.pter and on the basis of the evidence thus tar acCWllllated, Arnold 
(1960) proposed a set of hypotheses on the !'unotions of the 
rhinencephalon 11'1 its various parts. These hypotheses ha~ 1"ormad 
the basis for the orientation 01" the "search undertaken here and 
will be briefly outlined at this point. 
Arnold suggests (1960, Vol. II, p. 48 and 1962) that the 
olfactory system contains stll'u.otures t,hat have in essence the same 
functions as those exeroised by the brain stem and thalaDl18 in other 
sense modalities. She hypothesises that the olfactory bulb TJUJ:3' be 
the olfactory equivalent ot the thalam:i.c sensory nuclei, that the 
anterior olfactory nuclei may oorrespond to the mdial thala:m1c 
nuolei ot the other senses, and that the olfactory tubercle may be 
the cortical receiVing area tor smell. She further suggests that 
by analogy with the other senses the medial orbital cortex may be 
the olfactory association area, while the subcallosal. gyl'WJ and 
prepyritOl"ll'J area. may be the limbic cortex concerned with the sense 
of smell. 
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Arno1d. f s suggestion that ~he orbital cortex registers oifactory 
impressions is basad on the experiments of Wensel (1952) and 
Oaldwell (l9S8) who found that attar t.r&nsol"bital damage hospital 
patients could not recogniae various .OOol"3, although the olfactory 
threshold was unaffected.. (See Arnold, 1960, Vol. II .. p. 60). 
This set of structures, in Amold's hypothesis, would constitute 
thB olfaotory system. The hippocampal system would sene another 
:function which would not be cU.reetJ.y olfactory. 
In this hypothesis the hippocampal system would be a distinct 
s78tem including the hippocampus proper including its anterior 
continuation oYer the CO%"plS callosum (the hippocampal J:'lUiiment) J 
t..ogAther with the fascia dent4ta and subiaulum and the fomiX or 
efferent tract of the hippocampus. (Arnold, 1960 .. Vol. II, p. 32). 
Arnold suggests (1960, Volume II, p. 5$) that the hippOCar:tpU8 
is the trigger for the ttmction ot recall and that it operntes by 
collecting impulses trom each sensory area (relayed to the hippocampus 
Via the adjoining 1:i.mbic regions) and then triggers the activity ot 
the association cortex (loaus of the memory traces) by a rela¥ that 
goes Via the fornix and midbrain to the sensory thalarnic nuclei and 
a .. ~sociation cortex, and via the medial thalnmu.s to the whole cortex. 
Extensive evidence in :favor of this suggestion is given and discussed 
by Arnold and need not be repeated here. 
It is perhaps worth noting here that Arnold t s theory of hippocampal 
functioning fits well with Penfield's suggestion, mentioned earlier, 
that "the hippocampus functions as a stru.oture serving Emory, though 
for Arnold this would not mean an exclusive memory "center .. " UcL~'s 
suggestion that the hippocampl1S is a deteetol'-Coder of information 
would bA consonant with suoh a. hypothesis. as 'WOUld be MacLean's 
conoept of the hippocampus as a oorrelation center. 
\fith this review of the relevant experimental studies and 
theoretica.1 interpretations ot the function of the olfactory and 
hippocampal systems, the way has been opened to ocns1d&ration ol tha 
purpose, aim, and scope ot this study.. !he preciae implications ot 
this review will be made olearer in a. later chapter. Before this 
ohapter can be presented, ho ........ r, it seems important to consider 
the question of expar1m&ntal. methods 1n the field ot olfactory 
discrimination. 'l'his will be treated in the chapter which i.mmed1ately 
follows. 
Chapter 3 
Studies in Olfactory Discr1minat1on 
'.l'he rat has well deve1op"d olfactory brain structures (Krieg, 
1955). This fact would sno to atggest that good sensitivity to 
odors might be expect.ed in this species. Indeed, general observationa 
and simple exper1..JlBnts were early :reported in support of this 
contention by Small (1899), WatftOn (1907 J 19l4) and Strong (1911)., 
Nevert.heless, it. has only been in relatively reoent years that 
e,~~d'ully oontrolled experiments have gi'fttD much support to this 
view. The teohnioal diffiClllties involved in controlled pnUJl8ntation 
of odors have conViblttedt no doubt, to the late start of a 
soientitio investigation of olfactory sensitivity in the rat. 1.'hoae 
technical difticulties stem largoly from the serious lacunae in OU):' 
knoWledge of the significant dimensions of odor. Stlldies of the 
senses of vision and hearing haw been greatly facilitated by the 
knowledge that pitch and hue depend on the frequency of vibration, 
whUe the amplituda of vibration is related to intensity. But in 
the study of the olfactory system, research 18 greatly handicapped 
by ignorance of the St1mulU8 dimension which ~ be relevant to odor 
qualities. 
That certain chemioal faotors play a role in the stimulus 
dimensions seems -11 established (Passl', 1892; Haycroft .. 1889; 
Henning, 1924; Von Skramlik, 192$, M:mcrie:f'.f', 1946). But it 15 
equally olear t,hat these factors are not a complete explanation 
{Zvraardemaker, 1922; JdacDonald, 1922; Beck and WJ.EtS, 1947; Young, 
Fletcher, and Wright, 19h8; Beck, 19!iO; Pfaftmann, 19S1J Jones and 
Jones, 19$3; Wenzel, 19$4). It has been found, for instance, that 
the vo1atUity of the st1Dllus 18 very important (Inaberg, Brewer, 
and Levy, 1915-1936) and that the pressure of the applied stimulus 
is more important t.han tl1S volum of stJ.nnlua used (Jero1l19, 1942; 
Wenzel, 1949). Another 1mport.ant factor 1s the subject's rate of 
inhaling (LeLlagnen, 1942-1943 J 1944-l94S>. 
To complicate the picture, it has been found that. olfactory 
adaptation (Allison and Katz, 1919; Komuro, 1921J Foster, Scofield, 
and Dallenbach, 1949) and cross adaptation (Ohma, 1922; Lelllagnen, 
1948a) plq a large role in determining the sense qualities of an 
odor. This adaptation seems to vary With Slch factors as pregnancy 
(Hansen and Glass, 1936), menstruation oycle (lUsberg, Brewer, and 
Levy, 193.5; leMagnen, 1948b), the sex and age ot th3 subject 
(LeMagnen, 1948b) and .finally, the ind1v1du.al. (OuUlot, 1948a, 
194Bb, l4rak, .Amerine, Ough and Baker, 19.59). 
In a:ny event, the first carefully systematio study of olfaction 
in the rat was done by Liggatt (1928). He used four dii'ferent 
mthods of testing olfactory acuitY'. 
In the first method he showed that nomal. rats had 11 ttl. 
difficulty in locating a piece of cheese hidden by sawdust under 
one of nine squares, while anosm1c rats (rats in which the ol.factory 
bulb had been ablated) failed to do so. 
In the second method, the performance of normal. and anosmio 
rats in leaming a maze by folJ.owing an odorous traU was compared. 
The results of this method were inconclusiw. 
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T.bs third method used a T-shaped maze in which the rat was 
to t.um one way if an odor was present and the other way when 1 t. 
was absent. Apparently this task was unduly d1f.f'icult, for only 
one rat learned to tum to the right for anise and to the left. for 
a.myl aoetate, an(,i this took 1000 trials. 
'l'he fourth method consisted in training rats in a Yerkes type 
discrimination box to discriminate between two odors presented 
simultaneously. Two animals showed some ev:Ldenee of discrimination, 
but they did not retain the discrilaination long enough for oontrols 
to be run. Q:Uy one rat gave olear evidence t.hat he could discriminate 
betv~en the presence and absence o.f' amyl acetate, but evan t,hia result 
has been questioned beoa.use 81'I\Yl acetate is known 1;.0 have a tactile 
irritating quality which lllq have served as the basis for the 
disor:i.m1nation. 
When Liggett uaed human subjects for his odors he found that the 
disorimination was difficult though possible. Despite the elaborate 
preoautions taken for the presentation and withdrawal o£ st1muli, it 
is possible that some blending of the odors made the task more 
dif.f'icult and it also seems probable that the odors 1mr8 not 
suffiCiently strong. In any event, Liggett t s investigations failed 
in general to confirm the expected results of olfaotory discrimination 
t9':lts in the rat. 
:WOre reoent investigators, h0W8'V9r, haw made ca:ref'ul ei'i'orts 
to a:i.mpl.1.ty the experimental situation and to bring about a more 
direct connection between the odor and the behavior used as an 
indication of discrimination. 
Swann (1933) tried unfJUooessfully to bolster t.he evidence 
with a modification of the Lashley jumping stand arranged 80 that 
pufts at odol'-bearing air oame at the animal from the respective 
cards against which it was to jump. 
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Utertrying several other deviaesj also without success, Swann 
hit UpOn a nathod which proved more Viable. A tood box W8.8 
const.ru.oted with two entrances, only one of which wt18 accessible at 
any given time. These two entrances at opposite ends ot the 
apparatus were each blocked with a pUe of scented sawdust. Each 
pile 01.' sawdust had a different odor and the box containing it was 
interchangeable so that the piles oould be easily ohanged in position. 
When the animal succeeded in clearing I!lfIIq the ·con:eot- pile ot 
scented sawdust he oould gain access to the tood box through a trap-
door. It the animal chose the "incol"1"eot" pile he had to dig through 
the other pUe of sawdust untU he reached an open trap door before 
being admitted to the tood box. The rats were given ten trials a 
da7 under mild tood deprivation and attar an average of 75 trials 
reached a criterion of 21 001"'l"8ct responses out of .30 trials. Totally 
anosmic rats (with l'9moved olfactory bulbs) were completely unable 
to discriminate. A large number of controls were used and it seems 
olear that SllBll was the relevant factor in the discrimination. 
Honlik (1936, p. 40) required rats to pull in one of three 
strings that was coated with the odor of anise. He reports that 
after string pulling was mastered, the olfactory discrimination was 
quickly fOrL'l8d. He gives no data on the number of trials requi1'ed 
for learning. 
Brown and Ghiselll {19.38a} reported clear evidence of an 
olfactory discrimination in a multiple-un1t mase requiring the 
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animal. to differentiate between the odor of anise and the odor of 
creosote by responding in a positive way to one of these odors. 
Twelve elevated maze units were used. They had small. wells 
containing a drop of one odorant or t.he other, set in the choice 
points. Just beyond each well was an electrif'iable grill. An 
incorrect chOice was punished by eleotric shook, a correct response 
allCMed the animal to escape pwlishment. '.the odors varied in a 
random order from left to right, and adequate precautions _1'8 taken 
against the use of outside cues. It. criterion of 33 correct responses 
out at )6 was reached by 22 normal rats in an awrage of 62 trials 
(i.,e. 744 choioes). 
Stone (1941) reported a deceptively simple and quite effective 
design that involved presenting rats with four dishes of their 
austoma.ry food, three of which contained enough quinine to produce 
emesis. A. variety of inexpensive perfumes were used to serve as 
disol"irJUnatiw stimuli identifying the "correct" and uincorreot" 
dishes. Rotation of dishes and positions was employed in a random 
order, in .five daily trials. Stone report.s that the great majority 
of his rats made no inoorrect responses after the first two days. 
Ha discovered that blind ani.ma.ls were not handicapped in learning 
the discrimination but that ten anosmic animals not only failed. to 
leam the discrimination but gave no hint of beginning to learn it 
after thirty cia)"s of post,..opel'ative training. Stone 'a controls 
apooar to have been adequate except for one defect he himself points 
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out: it was not possible with his apparatus to tell "whether or not 
the animal licked the food slightly and so hnd access to taste cues. 
French. a COllaborator of stone J devit,cd a more adequate 
discrimination apparatus using five equally npaoed food dishes, so 
constructed that the rat had to reach into a small hole in a wire 
mesh cover to obtain the food. This arrangement prevented the animal 
from reaching the dish with the tongue or tip of the nose. The 
controls appear to haw been adequate for the series of experiments 
that were performed vdth this apparatus, whioh is essentially a 
modification of Stone's original idea. French reported that five 
rats vmre test~d wi til eleven diffel"9nt odors and learned to discriminate 
easily. A control group of five anosmic rats failed to loam. the 
disorimination (French, 1940), 
Lashley and Sperry (1943) developed a simplified form of the 
French apparatus using a small perforated glass oover for the 
disoriminative stimuli and only' three food dishes. Using Stone's 
basic design with this furthor simplifioation rats reached a criterion 
of 28 out of 30 consecutive trials in as few as 1$ learning sessions. 
Oontple1:ia removal. of the olfaotory bulbs was followed by failure to 
disoriminate, Adaptations of the Frenoh apparatus Wl9re used in most 
latqr experiments. 
In the meantime, Foster and Dallenbaoh (1948) had made a great 
step forward in olta.otomatry by devising the oltaotoriulll. This 
instrument was in essenoe a way of getting an odorless enViroJll'l'ent 
of limited space which permits a controlled flow of odor. The 
method was applied with some variations in design but no essential 
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changes by Wenzel (1955) to human subjects and by Kalmus (1958) to 
dogs. An ingenious application of the satOO principle of control by 
Cheesman and Kirkley (1959) pemitted the use of the instrument for 
group threshold masurement~. 
Finally, Pfaffmann, Goff, and Bare (1958) adapted the technique 
for the rat. A bal'-presR apparatu~ and dipTJE)r mechani~ for water 
reward were mounted in a cylindrical glass "wind turmel." A stream 
of odorized air 'fas made to flow through the cylinder at a known 
velocity. The odor wa~ introduced in known volumes and concentrations. 
The an:ima.l was trained to face into the air stream when pressing i:.he 
bar, so that all body odor or odorant absorbed on the an:i.mal.' s fur 
would be blown out to the rear of the apparatus. The method was used 
to study the effects of ablation of the olfactory bulbs, to masure 
olfactory thresholds, and to eXperiment on animals with altered 
glandular balnnce. 
A similar apparatus was used by Michelson (1959) in establishing 
a discrimination based on olfactory stinuli in pigeons. 
1'he apparatus employed in the present study is essentially a 
modifioation of Pfaff:mann, Goff, and Bare' S olfaotometer for the rat. 
Of all the methods discussed, this method promises greatest sensitivity 
of measurement and greatest objectivity in recording !~he results. 
1'his chanter ooncludes the study of the literature pertinent 
to this study. Now, the aims and scope of the study oan be set forth 
against a background of information which will make it posdble to 
grasp their import more clearly. The immediately follOW'ing chapter 
will at tempt to set dovm the scope and aims of the research olearly 
and simply while relating it to the literatur~ reviewed. 
Chapter 4 
1he Problell1, Purpose, and Hypotheses 
It is evident 'ihat learning of a conditioned olfactory 
disorimination requ1ros not only the simple ability to smell but 
other functions as wall. It is obvious, of course, that a completely 
anosmic animBJ., which oannot smell at all, cannot be expected to 
perform a task involVing ol£aotory discrimination. It is perhaps 
lass often not.ed, alt.hough obvious in itself, that even if an animal. 
~ smell, he may not be able to give evidence of this in a conditioning 
" situation requiring him to perform some otl'\er response which may be 
impaired or prevented. For example, a mouse may be taught to jump 
at a certain auditory signal.. When the mouse is thoroughly trained 
to jump whenevflr thin signal is given, the exparimentlBr tht".n lames 
the mouse so that it has no use of its legs at all. It is obvious 
that the mouse will no longer jump when the signal 1s given, but no 
scientist worthy of i~he name would conclude that laming the legs of 
a mou.se produoes deafnessJ 
AI!ll.sjng as this example rnq seem, it points out an important 
lesson. 'fie must be very careful to note that a discritaination 'J:IJIJ'¥ 
be prevented by any of sewral processes that 1J:lte:rve:ne betv.en the 
stimulation of the receptor cells of the nasal epithelium and the 
action that externally indicates that discrimination. other deficits 
besides faulty sense of smell may result in a failure to learn or 
retain a conditioned olfactory di.sorim:ination. For this reason it is 
important at this point to look closely a.t the operant conditioning 
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2.3-
procedure ohos~n aa a means of testing olfactory discrimination., 
The experimental method used for this test in the present study 
requires that a rat be trained to press a lever in an experi.lnantal 
chamber for a water reward., Next. the rat is trained to press the 
bar only when a certain odor is present in the chamber and to stop 
pressing the bar when anothe,r odor i8 introduced. 
It is clear !-,hat .. if a rat can learn to perform thiB task 
(assuming that other cues are excluded), he can disoriminate between 
the two sreell~. But t,he failure ot a rat to lea:m to perform this 
task does .!!2! necessarily imply that the an:1.ma.l cannot smell. Nor 
does it allow the experimenter to oonalude that surgical or other 
prooedures preoeding testing neoesR:Y:£l eliminated the sense of 
smell. 
For the rat to perform this task, it .is true. he must be able 
to smell, but he must also be able '.:.0 do several othHr things. 
The rat must be able, for instance, to use his past experienoe 
with odors and bars and rewards. In the teminology of Arnold's 
analysis of .functions (mentioned in a previous chapter) the rat must 
be able to recaJt. on sniffing one odor that a bar is to be pressed 
and that this response will lead to water; and on sniffing another 
odor that pressing a bar will not be followed by the water. It is 
evident ~,hat. no matter how well the animal in question can smell, 
he will not be able to give evidence of a conditioned olfa.otory 
disorimination determined by this nnthod unless hn has this recall. 
For suoh recall to be possible,. according to the hypotheses of 
Arnold, not only nn1st there be some storage area for the relevant 
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past olfactory :iJnpressions, but there must aloo be a trigger that 
touches off olfactory, visual, and motor recall, all of which would 
be neoessary for tt.e discrim:ina.tory response. 
Arnold f!3 suggestion, outlined in Chapter Two of this study, is 
preCisely that tho hippocampus serves as the trigger for recall and 
that the orbital cort.ex serves as the storage area for olfactory 
impressions. This means that the olfactory impressions 'WOUld be 
registered in the orbital cortex and would be reactivated by the 
trigger action of the hippocampus. Visual and motor engrams wOIlld 
be regi~tered in the oocipital and prefrontal association areas and 
would also be reacti vnted via. the hippocampal system. 
For this triggering a.otion to take place, aga1n according to 
Arnold (1960, Vol. II, p. SS), it is necessary that "impulses from 
the sensory areas, relayed to the adjoining linbio region. oan be 
sent to the hippocampus and from there via fomix and brainstem 
back to the sensory thalamic nuclei and the cortical association 
areas. tt 
In the particular case of the sense of small .Arnold has suggested 
that the pr:i.mary sensory area is the olfactory tubercle, and the limbic 
regicm the subcallosal gyrus. (Arnold, 1960, Vol. II, pp. 48-49), and 
that the connection to the hippocampus may go by way of the hippocampal 
rudiment or longitudinal striae that arch over t,he corpus callosum. 
N'ow there ere runny h:n:>othos8S and an entire theory of brain 
function involved in Arnold' n suggestions. These suggestions are in 
faot derived inferences from the general theory. To test the general 
theory adeqUAtely vrould taka hU.l1dreds of studies. Th3 present research, 
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therefore, does not even pretend to prove Arnoldts general theor,y or 
to disprove it. What this study put.s to the experimntal test is 
only one aspect of one hypothesis derived f~ this t.heol"Y. 
b hypotheses of this study are two and they may be plt conoisely 
and precisely ill the .follov/ing 1.'03' 
1) Rats 'which have undergone surgery l'emlting in lesions 
interrupting the hippocampal l"Ildinlmt (includ.1ng the indusium grisewn 
and longitudinal striae) will not be able to learn a conditioned 
olfaotory disor:i:m.ination tested by operant techniques. 
2) Hats which have unoorgone surgery resulting in lesions 
interrupting the hippocampal :ru.d.in8nt (including the indusium grisaum 
and longitudinal striae) will not retain a preoperatively learned 
conditioned olfactory discrim:i.natian tested by operant techniques. 
It is to be noted '!jhat these t.wo hypotheses, though arrived at 
on purely theoretical grounds on the basis of Arnold's theory, 81"8 
onerationally definable and completely testable. They constitute 
the imn¥:tdinte aim of this research. A more distant aim may be said 
to be shedding soma light on the functions of this part of the 
rhinenOOIhalon and, ultimately, on tho processes which intervene in 
tho organiSJ:l betw'een stimulus and response. 
Chapter 5 
Experiments on Retention 
'the experiments on retention for this stAlely may be conveniently 
discussed in terms of the five successive steps :in which they were 
carried out. 1) training the animals to use the bar-pressing 
apparatus 2) selection of subjects for the experiments J) training 
of the subjects :in an olfactory discrimination 4) surgery aimed at. 
plaCing lesions in the hippocampal ru.diment ;.;) testing of the 
animals for retention of the preoperatively learned discrimination. 
gach of these steps will be discussed in tum. in this chapter. 
Training the An:iJnals to Use the BlU'-press Apparatus 
ApP!£atu;s A standard experimental chamber of the type known a.s a 
Skinner box (Stoelting, University of Chicago design) 
was used. This chamber contained a s:ingle bar set into the far wall 
of the chamber at a position three inches from the right far corner 
and three inches above the level of the grid serving an a false door. 
The bar was connected to a dipper mechanism which supplied the animal 
with a drop of water each time the bar was pressed. The bar was also 
linked to a counter which automatically registered each b~pressing 
response .. 
This standard experimental chamber was fitted to a vent1lating 
system insuoh a way r,hat all the air :in the chamber entered through 
a rubber tube one inch in inside diameter. The tube was inserted 
into the noor of the box at the end fart:.hest from the bar and dipper 
and ran along the floor to a position just under the bar. It was, 
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therefore, from this po:int under the grid that air entered the 
eXperimental chamber. 
The air was drawn from the chamber through a aeries of m:inute 
holes drilled into the roof of the chamber at a point equ.idistant 
from the four walls. A latex hood placed over these air exits led 
to a ventilating fan vthich drew the air through the chamber at a 
steady rate. All other exits or adits were sealed by thick latex 
patches held in place with electrician t s tape and lightly coated 
with paraffin. 
Since the air entering tho chamber oame from a point directly 
under the bar and was drawn up and baole away from the point ot 
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entry, it was impossible for the an:imal to face in any other dintction 
than directly into the air stream while pressing the bar. This 
arrangement obViated the need for special training of the animal to 
face into the air stream as in the oltaatOBeter of Pfaf'f'mtmn. Goff, 
and Bare. The subject oouid not press the bar except bJ facing into 
the air stream. 
Subjects f2E. Ba.r-pres,s TraininS Thirty male albino rats of the 
Sprague-Dawley strain were used 
in this training procedure. They were 66 dqa old when training 
began and experimentally naive. Before beginning training each of 
the Be animals was well adapted to the laboratory. Each rat had been 
placed on a water deprivation schedule for five days preceding the 
onset ot baflwpress training. During these five days the animals \,ftU1t 
allowed 1$ minuws access to wa.ter once a day but were fed on an ad 
-~ schedule with Rockland Rat Diet pellets. Feeding and watering 
took place at approximately the same hour (plus or minus two hours) 
each day. 
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Each animal was trained to press 
the bar in the experimental chamber 
for a water reward.. This training was accomplished in 12 daily 20 
minute sessions in the experimental ohamber. In addition to the water 
received in the experimental chamber each rat was given ten minutes 
access to watar 1Jmaediately attar each tra:inlng session and was 
continued on an ad 1:1b feeding schedule. During these bar-press training 
--
sessions the ventilating system kept a steady' stream ot air coming 
through the apparatus but no odorant lYas :introdaCttd into the air stream. 
No restrictions other than those inherent in the mechanioal limitations 
of the apparatus were imposed upon .the response of the aJ'.l1mal.s. A 
minute by minute record of tho bal'-pl'8sses registered by the 811tomatic 
counter was kept during this entire period. 
The animals used in this experiment WtU"8 never handled manually 
by the experimenters. Transter of the animals from their home cages 
to the eXperiJDental chamber was accomplished by placing the antiN 
home cage on its side within Ule eXperimental chamber. At the beginning 
ot baJ;\oopress training a considerable delay occurred betore the animals 
ventured from their home cages into the body of the experimental chamber 
at the beginning of the training session and an even longer delay 
before they returned to the home cages when thAse were reinserted at 
the conclusion of the session. Before the fifth day of bar-press 
training was completed, however, all animals had learned to negotiate 
these transfers wit;,h little or no delay. This faoility in transfer 
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was retained throughout subsequent exp-3rilEntation by all animals 
used. 
Results p!.. Bar-pres~ t:rain~ By the end of the 12 experimental 
training sessions the rata of response of the subjects had become 
stable in the case of every animal aotu.a.lly used for .fUrther experiment. 
No animal of the ;0 failed to leam to press the bar for a water reward. 
Seleotion of the Subjects for Retention Experiments 
At the conclusion of the training sessions ten animals were 
selected for the study on retention. The selection was made on the 
basis of high bal'-press rate during the train1ng sessions. Of the 
20 an:i.ma.ls showing the highest nunber of responses y;er session while 
they W'&re being trained to press the bar for 1'1at.er reward, ten wen 
selected for the study on retention. Five were assigned to each ot 
two groups in such a way that the groups were paired for response 
rate and for weight. Halt of these animals constituted the eXperimental 
group for the study of retention (Experimental Group A), and half 
constituted the operated control group (Control Group It). It is to be 
noted that the entire set of .30 animals were already paired for age 
(all animals ware bom. on the same day) and for sex (all animals were 
males). The treatmnt of these animals was rigorously standardized 
throtlghout the entire set of experiments. 
Training of the Subjectn for Olfactory Discrimination 
Apparatus The e:x:perinental chamber llsed for training the animals 
to press the bar was used throughout the entire sot of 
experiments of this study. This chamber and its ventilating system 
have been previously described :in this chapter. During the 
discrimination training the following additions were made to the 
intake part of the ventilating system. Latex expansion bulbs 
were fit.ted to the air intake in suoh a. way that the experimenter 
cou.ld by opening or closing the valves on these bulbs introduce a 
measurad quantity ot odorant into the air stream just before the 
entry of air into the intake tube. Thus odorized air was introduced 
into the in take tube and drawn through the experimental chamber. 
'!'hese additions were at all times invif1ible to the subjects bHcause 
they were ~ituated under the floor of the bar-presRing box on a 
~helf constructed for that purpose. No other modifications of the 
apparatus was made .. 
Procedure !2!: Discrimination Training Eaoh subject elected for 
the :retention experiments 
was trained in an olfactory disorimination by dail.7 20 minute 
sessions in the expar:1mental ohamber. Each rat was tra:ined to 
respond by pressing the bar for water reward whenaver the odor of 
extraot of pine was introduced into the ohamber and to refrain from 
press:ing the bar when the odor of oll ot hyacinth was present. This 
tra:ining in odor discrimination was accomplished by the simple 
expedient of replacing'~he water wall from which tha dipper was 
replenished by an empty well whenever the odor of oil of hyacinth 
was introduced into the apparatus. The full well was put in place 
under the dipper whenever the odor of extract of pine was present. 
This exchange could be effected without giving the subjeots any 
auditory cue because a paper well was used from the beginning of 
preliminary training and throughout the discrimina.tion training and 
tasting. This well could be luaneuvered without making any noises. 
To avoid any possible visual cues the experimenter was careful to 
change wells only \'then the animal was not actually at the dipper. 
Since the electrical mechanism which sot tile dipper in operation 
made a. distinctive noise it Vias necess~ to employ these precau-
tiona.ry measures. .I:t." the dipper had simply been disconnected the 
presence or abserioe or the sOW1d zr.ade by the machanium would have 
constituted an auditory cue to the presonce or absence of water. 
But the use of an emp-ty well eliminated this ditficulty since the 
dipper was always activated by a ba.r-press whether or not a water 
reward was fortheominE. This meant that the noise made by the 
dipper could not become a discr1md.~ative stimulus. 
Each dally 20 minute session was equally divided into periods 
in whioh extract of pine was present in the chamber (at which time 
a. bar-press was rewarded) and per:Lods in which oil of hyacinth was 
present (at which time a bar-press received no reward). '!he tiloo 
for changing odors was determined by recourse to a table of random 
munbers. Each nUlnber was tHken to designate the time in minutes 
(from the start of the session) at which a change oi" odor was to 
be inst.ituted. 
Hesults 2f. Discrimination Trliin.irlS At the end of nine days of 
training in discrimination 
each of the ten animals was tested for differences in rate of 
response under the two sets of condi tions constituted by the 
presence of two different olfaatory discriminative stilmli. The 
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number of responses per minu t,e for each of the eX'perirrental 
animals and the matched control animals for this twenty minute 
session can be seen in the bar-graphs on the three following 
pages in Figures one through ten. Simple inspoction of the 
data shows strikingly that all animals did learn the olfactory 
discrimination. No animal gaw as much as three l'98ponses per 
minute while the negati va stimulus was present. The sharp drop 
in the l'lUlTiber of resJX>nses at each introduction of the negative 
discriminative stimulus (oil of hyacinth) leaves no doubt that 
the discrimination was well learnod. It i~ perfectly patent 
that all animals simply stopped responding when the negative 
stimulus was present and began responding when the positive 
s t.imulus was reintroduced into the box. 
The results of i~his discrimination test may be eVAluated in 
terms of the total number of responses lllB.de during ::.he pre sp.noe 
of the positive and negative discr1mmative stimuli. These data 
are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Number of Responses .Made in the Presence 
of Positive and Negative Discriminative stimuli 
Total number of responses made in the presence of 
Subjects 
Extract ot Pine Oil of Hyacinth 
(Positive stimulus) (Negative st1mulus) 
Exporimental 
Group A 
Rat # 1 1;>2 10 
Rat Ii 2 273 8 
Rat II 3 197 12 
Rat II 4 177 9 
Rat II ;> 204 II 
Control 
Group A 
Rat Ii 6 191 lO 
Rat # 7 19;> 10 
Rat /I 8 109 10 
Rat II 9 241 II 
Rat #10 202 9 
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The signil'ioGnoe of these distributions of response between 
negative and positive disoriminative StimulUR oonditions was tested 
for eaoh animal =i;ndividuallZ (using the total number of responses) 
in a chi-square t08t. Since the direotion of the expeoted 
differenoe was implioit in the operational statement of the research 
hypothesis, the one-tailed verA ion of the test was 'lsad. 
The probnbili tios of values as large as the observed values 
of ohi-square being considerably belm' the 0.001 level, it was con-
oluded for each animal undergOing the discrimination test that he 
had learned the olfactory disorimination. 
Indeed, the aotual results of the experimental testing for 
olfactory disorimination are so striking~hat such a statement of 
fiduoiary probability levels soaroely seems to do justice to the 
data. As a matter of fact the probabilities are null at muoh lower 
levels. Simple inspeotion of the Figures 1 through 10 and the data 
of Tablo 1 shou1d suffice to make this point abundantly olear. In 
any event there seems no reasonable doubt that can be oast on the 
conolusion that all animals so trained aotually learned the olfactory 
discrimination b~· the time of. this preoperative discrimination test. 
Surgery Aimed at Placing Lesions in the HippoC4i'rrpal Ru~nt 
Subjects f2r Surgeq The ten animals which had learned the 
olfaotory discrimination described above 
had been divided, as mentioned previously, into Experimental Group A, 
oomposed of rats If 1, 2, 3, 4, and ;;, IlIld Control Group A, comprised 
of rats II 6, 1, 8, 9, and 10. gach of these an1mals underwent 
surgerJ in the following \Yay. 
Surgioal Procedure Eaoh rat was anesthetized by suh-:induotion 
dosages of JX'Jnto-barbi tal sodium (Uembutal) 
injeoted intra-peritoneally followed by administration of an ethel'-
air mixture in an ether cabinet~ The oabinet consisted of a 
oylindrical ohamber with a. capacity of five liters~ A measured 
quantity of the miXture was pumped into this cabinet and allowed 
to esoape through a small orifioe at the side opposite to the point 
of entry of the pump. 
When the anesthetic had taken effect surgery proceeded, The 
soalp on the dorsal surfaoe of' the skull VIas incised at the midline 
and the skull itself \'las clenred of galea and periosteum. Tr~phine 
holas ,vera drilled at a point one millimeter rostral to the bregma. 
and one millimeter to the r-l€".ht of the sagittal suture of the skull. 
A Krieg Stereotaxio Instl'llm3nt (Model II 51200, Stoelting) was 
used to insert a 29 gauge rGady~varnished copper wire electrode with 
indifferent oathode. In order to minimize electrode track damage 
to the cingulate gyrus, the electrode was inserted at an angle 
rostral and left of the point of insertion following the procedure 
recoJIlOOnded by Krieg (1946). This method was intended to permit 
the electrode to slip more easily into the medial sa.git tal fissure. 
Since the s!~,ructures aimed for are very small, a single electrode 
was believed sufficient to plaoe a lesion whioh weJUld interrupt the 
hippooampal rudiment bilaterally. 
For nll animals of Experimental Group A, 1.0 milliamperes of 
direot current was applied to the eleotrode for a duration of 
15 seeonds. For the animals of Control Group A, the electrode 
was inserted in the same manner, but n£ current was applied. 
When the lesions had been perfo:nned, the treph:i.ne holes 
were covered with Gelfoam padding and the inc:ision was sutured. 
Postoperative ~ Eaoh animal was allowed to recover from 
the effects of surgery for a period of 
14 dCl¥B during which he was maintained on an !!! !a!. food and 
water regime. The animals were carefully observed but were left 
unmolested during this reoovery period. No antibiotic injections 
were gi van in VieW of the evidence of LeMagnen t,hat penicillin 
and other antibiotics have a ma.xi<ed influence on olfactory aaui ty 
(LeMagnen, 1948). 
Testing the Animals for Retention of the Discrimination 
At the end of 14 days of recovery in the home cages, 
each animal was subjeoted to three days of water de-
privation during which he had access to water for 1;; minutes a day. 
Prooedure 
....... . 
No ohange was made in the ad lib feeding schedule at this time. 
--
Finally, on the 18th day atter surgery, each rat was tested for 
retention of the previously learned olfactory diRorimination. Once 
more the table of random numbers was used to determ.i.ne at what 
po ints in the testing t,he odors would be changed. 
Results of the Retention Test 
....... -----.. .............. The nUBiber of bar-press responses 
made by eacb experimental an1mal 
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can be seen in the bar-graphs given in }<'igu.res eleven through 
twenty on tm three following pages. Each control an:imaJ. t s 
reoord is placed near t..iW record of the corresponding matched 
animal of the experilmntal group for the purpose of facilitating 
comparison of perf'omance. It is clear from theso figures that 
the control animals all retained the olfactory discrimination 
which tJhey had learned preoperatively. They show::'he samB marked 
characteristics as in the preoperative discr.imination test. By 
contrast, it· is evident that the animalp of Experimental Group A, 
each of whom had clearly dis erim inated between the two odors before 
surgery, did ~ retain the discrimination. 
The results ofrJhis discriminatlon test may be evaluated in 
terms of the total number of responses laade during the presence 
of the positive and negative discriminative stimuli. These data 
are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Nuraber of He aponaee Made in the Presence 
of Positive and Negative Discriminative stimuli 
=================-::::" -:::-:.=.:::-' ::=:::::::.::--:::.::::..;- ==:::-=:======:::::::::=-'=--
Subjects 
Exparinmtal 
Group It. 
Ra.t II 1 
Rat # 2 
Rat l! 3 
Rat II 4 
RatIJ5 
Control 
Group A 
nat II 6 
Rat Ii 7 
Rat II 8 
Rat Ii 9 
nat 1110 
Total nuniber of responses made in the presence of 
-----------------------
Extract of Pine 
(Positive stimulus) 
133 
253 
224 
181 
192 
13$ 
221 
137 
191 
167 
Oil of Hyacinth 
(Negative stimulus) 
148 
2.51 
241 
189 
207 
8 
10 
9 
10 
13 
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The significance of these distributions of response bet,'leell 
negative and positive di.scriminative stimulus conditions was 
tested for each animal individually (using the total number of 
responses) in a chi-square test. Since the direction of the 
expected difference was implicit in the opera.tional sta'tetl.18nt of 
the research hypothesis, the one-ta.1led version of the test was 
used, 
For the experi.Ulental animals, it was found in each case that 
the probabilities of values as large 8.S the observed values of 
ohi-square wag above the 0.25 level. It was concluded that none 
of these animals had retained the ol1'actory disorim:ination (whiCh 
they had previously learned before surger,y). 
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For the control animal!'!, it, was found in eaoh ca.se that the 
probabilities of values as large as the observed values of ohi-
square were quite considerably below the O.O()! level. It was con-
cluded that these anuaals had retained the olfactory discrimination. 
Inspection at the Figures II through 20 and the data of 
Table 2 show the claar ou.t difference in the per.t'ormance 1n these 
anjlDBls, so that such statistical confirmation is hardly surprising. 
Chapter 6 
Experiments on learning 
'!he experiments on learning for this study were carried out 
in four successive steps which may be discussed in tum in this 
chapters 1) training the animala to use the bar.-pressing apparatus 
2) choice of subjects for learning experiments 3) surgery aimed 
at placing lesions in the hippocanpal rudimnt 4) training the 
subjects in an olfactory discrimination. 
Sinoe several of the steps mentioned are essential.ly duplica-
tions of procedures already explained at length in Chapter!> of 
this study', it should not be necessary to dwell upon them at length. 
Rather, they will be treated succinctly in the present chapter since 
the detailed explanation has already been presented. 
Training the Animals to Use the Bar-Pl'easing Apparatus 
It will be remembered that an original gJ'OUp ot 30 rats _ft 
trained in bal'-oprEtssing without arry odorant being introduced into 
the apparatus. (See Chapter $, Experiments on Retention). Ten 
animals 'Were selected from thi.s larger group for the study en 
retention. For the study on learning, of which we are treating in 
this chapter, tan other rats of the group of JO were selected. 
Since their training in the basic skill of bar-pressing is already 
described m:inuwly at the beginning of Chapter 5 of this study, 
it will. be sufficient at this point to stress that this pl'8lw.nar.Y' 
training in no wa;r involved a:rr:t experience with odors as diseri.minative 
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stimUli. 
Seleotion of the SUbjects for Learning Expal"iIIBnts 
The ten rats chosen for this 8x:per:ilnant were selected on the 
basis of high bar-press rate during the sessions in which they 
learned to press the bar for a wa.ter reward. 11 w were assigned 
to each of two groups SO that they 'Were pru..red for response rate 
and for weight. Half of theae animals constituted the eXperimental 
group for the study of learning (Experimental Group B) and half 
eonstituted the control group (Control <h"oup B). As previously 
mntioned, these animals are al.raady pa,1l"ed for age (since all 
ware born on the same day) and for sex (since all were males). 
The trea.tment of the 60 aninmls WAS rigorously standardiaed through-
out the entire set of experiments which tollow, 
Surgery Ainsd a.t Placing Lesions in the Hippocampal Rud.iJoont 
The .f'ive animals of the experimental group 
we:ro rats /I ll, 12, 13, 14. and 15. Each 
of these animals was submitted to surger.v for the purpose of placing 
lesions in the hippooampal rudiment. The five animals of the 
control group were rats II 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20. 
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In view of the r act Lhat 'as w1l1. be shown later) the insertion 
of the eleotrode in the control animals of the retention group le.tt 
no perceptible effects, these animals of Control Group B were not 
submitted to surgery. In view of the findings of Stem (1960) on 
aftar effects of anesthetic, however, each control animal was kept 
under anesthesia for the S8lm period of tim as experimental animals. 
Each animal of Expel"1mental Group B as wall 
as each control animal was anesthetized by 
the combination of penta-barbital sodium and ether as described 
under surgical procedure in the preceding chapter. By the same 
prooedure given :in detail in that chapter lasions were placed in 
the bra.:1ns of each experimental animal. Oontrol animals, as 
mentioned above, were not submitted to surge17. They wre simply 
anesthetized to control for the &tfects of the anesthetic on later 
learning. 
Training the Animals in an Olfactory Discrimination 
ARFaratus £E£ ~iscriminat1o~  'llle expari.nr:lntal chamber 
used for training the 
animals of the retention experiment and adequately described in 
Chapter $ of this study was employed without modification. 
Discrimination Trainin~ Pr~ Each of the subjects selected 
for the l~aming eXperiments 
was trained in an olfacto17 discrimination by the use of daily 20 
minute sessions in the 8Xperiamtal Chamber. Each rat was tra:i.ned 
to respond by pressing the bar for a water reward whenever the odor 
of oil ot hyacinth was introduced into the chamber and to refrain 
from pressing the bar whenever the odor or extract of pine Was 
present. This procedure represents a reversal of stimuli ::in c0m-
parison with the retention exper:i..ments. In the previous set oE 
eXperiments the extract ot pine was used as a posi ti ve st1mtUu8 
and the oil of hyacinth was the negative st1nu1us. In this set 
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of experiments the oU of hyacinth was the positive stimulus and 
the ext.raot of pine was the negative stimulus. '!his revarsal was 
adopted to oontrol for possible effects of the particular odOrs in 
question upon the discrimination. 
'the method of establishing the discrimination by exchanging 
the full wall with an empty one in accordance with the nature of 
the discriminative stimulus present :in the apparatus was adopted 
as explained in Chapter S. 'l'ho same oontrols were adopted to pre-
voo.t auditory or visual cues from interfering with the learning of 
the olfactory discrimination. 
At the end of 14 days of disoriminative training each of the 
ten animals was tested for d1.f'ferencss in the number of responses 
under the two ditfe rent sets of conditions defined by the use ot 
two different olfactory discriminative stimu.:l.1. Four of the animals 
in the experimental group of five" * which did not disoriminate 
between the two conditions in this first postoperative test. _re 
subjected to further training. This was done at the rate of one 
daily training session of twenty minutes duration for ten more dqs. 
The animals were then retasted to see if they had learned the 
olfaotory discrimination in these ten days of additional training. 
This retest occurred on the twent.J-fourth day of the discrimination 
training. When no evidence of any discrimination was found despite 
* Tba fifth rat in this group, rat II 14, which did leam to 
discriminate, was found to have a lesion in the left anterior 
cinglllate gyrus, but this lesion did not damage the hippocampal 
rudiDl'mt. as will be ShOlM in a later chapter. 
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this prolonged tiJoo of training, the experiment was te:nn:lnated. 
Ra sul ts p!. ~ Discrimination Tra:in:ipg 'l'he m.unber of responses 
per minute for each of 
the eXperiIl~mtal animals and for their matched controls during the 
first postoperati va test (Oondllcted on the fifteenth dq of 
training) are gi von in Figures 21 throuf'.,h JO on pages 51 to 5.3 of 
trl:is study. These bar-graphs show that, all control animals did 
learn the olfactory discr1mination. No control animal gave as many 
as three responses per m:inute while the negative discriminatiw 
stimulus waa present in the apparatus.. The sharp drop in the number 
of responses at each introduction of the negative stimulus leaves 
no doubt that the discrimination was well learned. These a:n1.mal.s 
simply stopped responding when the negative stimulus was present 
and began to respond again when ths positive st1mu.lUB was once 
more presented. 
or the exper1mental animals, only one showed discr.im1nation. 
'n1is animal, as wU1. be shown'in Chapter 7 of this study, was, by 
an error in placing the electrode, not damaged in the hippocampal 
rudiment. His performance was in no way inferior to that of the 
control animals. The remaining four an:l.mals olearly do not di .... 
criminate between the positive and negative stimuli. They continue 
to press in a manner that is not systomatically l'81ated to the 
discriminative stimuli present in tbs apparatus. '1'hair performance, 
by contrast to the paired control animals of Control G1"OUp i, shOW'S 
no relationship to the discr1minative stimuli. These animals ware 
subjected to ten days further training and retested. :t'ho number of 
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responr:;es per minute during this final retest is given in Figures 31 
through 34 on page 55 of this report. The retest shows no change in 
performance relative to the discriminative stimLtli. 'they still do 
not discriminate. 
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The data in terms of the total number ot responses made in the 
presence of the positive and negatift stimuli are presented in Table 3 .. 
Table 3 
Number of Responses Made in the Preaence 
of Positive and Negative Discrimina.tive Stimuli 
Subjeots 
EXperimental 
Group B 
Rat II II 
Rat # 12 
Raii II 13 
Rat # 14 
Rat # 1$ 
Control 
Group B 
Rat II 16 
Rat II 17 
Rat 1118 
Rat IJ 19 
Rat II 20 
Total number of responses made in the presenoe at 
Oil of Hyaointh 
(Positive stimulus) 
212 
lB3 
198 
2!)O 
188 
184 
183 
181 
191 
190 
Extract or Pine 
(Negative stimulus) 
2JO 
183 
193 
4 
197 
3 
5 
4 
5 
4 
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The data for the fmal :retest, whose graphs appear in the 
figures on page 'S. are given in tems of the total number of 
responses in Table 4 below~ 
Table 4 
Number of Responses l4ade in Retest 
to Positive and Negative Discriminative stimuli 
Total number of responses made in the presence of 
Subjects 
OU of Itrac1nth Extract of Pine 
(Positive stimulus) (Negative stimulus) 
Rat /Ill 2;;a 2S3 
Rat /I 12 181 212 
Rat II 13 216 214 
Rat /I IS 208 215 
The significance of these distributions of response between 
positive and negative discriminative stimuli oonditions was tested 
for eaoh animal's performanoe individually, using the total number 
of response. The IOOthod of analysis used was the one-ta.ilad version 
of the chi-square test. 
The probabUities of values as large as the observed values of 
ohi-square was well below the 0.001 level for all control animals 
and for rat /I 14. It was concluded that each of these animals had 
learned the discrimination. 
However, the probabilities of values as large as the observed. 
values of chi-square for animals 1111, 12, I), and IS proved to be 
above the 0.20 level in each case. The null hypothesis, therefore, 
that there is no evidence of discrimination by these subjects was 
aocep~d. This last h;Ypothesia also held for the final retest, the 
probabUities being abovo the 0.30 level in each case. 
Chapter 7 
Post Mortem Studies 
Upon conclusion of the experiments discussed in the preceding 
ohapters, the brain of each animal submitted to surgery was removed~ 
Each brain was fiXed in fonnalin solution and sent to a professional 
technician for post mortem studies. 
The post mortem report reveals that each brain was embedded :in 
paraffin and sectioned at five micra. Every twentieth slioe was 
stained with toluidene blue arid eosin to bring out tbe oell bodies 
and u.:nm;yelinatad fibers. This Nisel roothod was supplemented by 
Weigert stains of every fiftieth sli08 to bring aut the myelinatBd 
£ibers~ 
The report can be exp~ssed as follows, using the three clio. 
JOOnsional coordinates of Krieg's Atlas of Standard Coordinates for 
the Rat Brain (Krieg, 1946). The~e coordinates are expressed in 
millinetrio intervals and inolude a dorsoventral dimension 
measured from 0 to 10, a posteroanterior dimen:'3ion measured £rom 
44 to 66; and a right to left dimension 1fB asured from 78 to 90. 
'l'he units a." stated by Krieg are millimeters in the fresh rat 
brain. The unavoidable shrinkage of tissue dur:ing the process of 
drying and embedding requires a oorreotion, but the dimensions used 
here are in every instance the dimensiOns of the fresh brain. 
Control Animals There is no perceptible lesion, not evan an 
eleotrode track, in any operated control animal 
brain with the exception of rat /I 9 of Control Group A, nsed in the 
experiments on retention. In this case there was a narrow 
electrode track. which injured a strip of oells in the lett 
anterior oingulate gyrtlfi, the area designated as II 24 by Krieg. 
This lesion angled forward and to the lett from the position ot 
entry (Krieg coordinates. 1.5, 83, 59) to the position .mare it 
terminated (Krieg ooordinates: 3, 54, 60). There were no in-
dioa1;,ions of any projeotion fibers due to degeneration emanat,ing 
from thin m:inu te track. 
Descriptively, this lesion may be oha:ra.cterized as a tiny 
scratch on the oortical surface ot area II 24, about one and one 
hill millimeters long. Since this animalts performance d1d not 
vary one whit from that of the other oontrol animals the damage 
may be deemed negligible from the point of view of thi::l study. 
It mIl)" appear surprising that there was no evidence of 
electrode track lesions in these animals, but, in fact, the pro-
cedure of angling the electrode in order to allow it to slip into 
the medial longitudinal :fissure, and the faot that very small gauge 
wire was used tor the electrodes make this result quite plausible. 
See the discussion on the accurate placement of minute lesions 1n 
the rat brain by Krieg (1946) .. 
~rimantal Group!2!. Retention 
constitute Experimental Group A. 
~ an~s~ thu ~~p 
(rats # 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) 
In each case a small lesion (about three-quarters of a 
millin8ter in diameter and nearly spherical) in the upper part of 
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the oorpu.s oallosum appeared. 'fueso lesions we:re all plaoed in a 
position approximating olosely the Krieg coordinatest 3, 83, 59.S. 
In an:i.ma.ls # I, /I 2, and" 3 this lesion also dmnaged the left 
cingulate gyrus in area II 24. Degeneration fibers from th:is dmuage 
moved caudalward along the left cingulata gyrus and vanished at a 
point near Krieg coordinate, 3, 83, )6 olose to four millimeters 
back along the oingulate gyrus but never left that structure. 
other fibers, proaumably from the oorpus ofulosum dmuage, 
proceeded through the corpus oallosum on both sides and moved upward 
toward the frontal lobes (in the direction of the posterior part of 
area II 10 in Krieg's atlas). These fibers, however, vanished shortly 
after leaving the oorpus callosum and did not reach the cortex. 
In animals /I 4 and II 5, the damage done to the corpus callol!JWl1 
went deeper into that structure (as far a." Krieg coordinate 3 • .5, 
8), .59 • .5) but spared the cingulate gyrus entirely. lIora extensive 
degeneration of fibers in the oorpus callosum appeared and went 
through the white mat tar of the frontal lobe up to the posterior 
part of area Ii 10. Other projection fibers from this degeneration 
appeared on the upper surface of the callosum and proceeded caudally 
for the space of two millimeters before vanishing, still on the 
surface of the callOI!JWl1. 
Descriptively, all the aniroals of Experimental Group A., none 
of whom proved able to retain the olfactory discri.mination, 'Were 
damaged in the upper part of the corpus callosum, including its 
dorsal 8Ilrfaoe 'Where the hippocampal rud.1nent passes. Animals Ii 1, 
/I 2, and 113 showed damage to the l~:f"t cingulate gyrus, but les8 
damage 1:.0 the corpus calloS'Wli, while animals Ii 4, and II .5 showed 
more extensive damage to the corpus callosum but no indication oJ: 
damage to the cinguIats gyrtls. 
6J. 
The only damage common to these animals was in the upper part 
of the corpus callosum with its projection fibers moving in the 
direction of the prefrontal . lobes. 'this area includes the surface 
ot the aa1losum over which passes the hippooampal. rudiment (indusium 
griseum and longitudinal. striae). There appe~s little doubt that, 
the rudiment was interrupted in each of these animals bilaterally. 
There was also, however, some damage to the corpus callosum. None 
of these animals, as has been said, retained the olfactory dis-
crimination. See Chapter S, Experiments in Retention. 
!!Perimntal Group !2£ leam:i,ng The anjws of this group 
(rats # 11, 12, 13, 14, and 1» 
constituted Experimntal Group B. 
In general, the lesions placed in these animals, while still 
mriting the nSll8 small, were somewhat larger than those ot 
Experimental Group A. by measured nearly one mil1im9ter 1n 
diameter. The sole exception was animal /I 11 whose lesion measured 
only about one hill mil1:i.:meter in diatOOter. These lesions ware 
also somewhat hir,her in the brain than the preVious lesions. More 
in detail the following remarks seem }:'ertinent. 
The lesion of the animal /I 11 damaged only a small depth of 
the corpus callosum. It was placed nearly in the dead center of 
the callosum in a left-right dimension and slightly damaged both 
anterior cingulate gyri. Projection fibers from de6~neration 1n 
the cingulate proceeded oaudulward on eaoh side and vanished (still 
Within the o1ngulat.e) only three mill.1.meters behind the lesion 
itself. Projeotion fibers within the oalloswm moved to both sides 
but never lett the oallosum itself. 
The lesions of animals /I 12, /I 13, and if 14 were all placed so 
that they damaged the cingulat.e gyrus of the lett side and also the 
upper surface of the corpu~ callosum. Degeneration fibers moved 
back along the oorpus callosum on its dorsal surface to a position 
apr>roximately six millimeters behind the lesion (which was placed 
at Krieg ooordinates. 2.5. W, 8).S). The lett-right spread of 
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the lesions varied from 84.;; to 8) (Xr1ag coordinates). Degeneration 
fibers also ran along the oingulate cortex of the left side as far 
back as seven mlll1m9ters when they, too, vanished. Commissural 
fibers in the oorpus oalloBUJl1 also degenerated although this 
degeneration was restricted to the oallosum i taelf. 
Animal Ii 14 showed a lesion about one millimeter in diameter 
placed entirely in the left cingulate gyru.s. This lesion was placed 
at a. depth of only 2.0 millimeters. (Krieg ooordinates, 2, 8), 
60) • There was no perceptible damage to the oorpus callosum from 
the lesion 1 tself and there were no degenerated projeotions in the 
oallosum or frontal lobes. The oingulate gy.rus was heavily damaged 
on the left side. Degenerated fibers ran caudal ward along the 
cingulum in a compact bundle and faded about seven millimeters 
behind the lesion. Faint traces of these fibers continued to the 
splenium of the oallosum and vanished in the region of the fasoia 
dentata near its juncture With the hippooampus. 
It would appear ;~ha't the electrode was angled too far forward 
and not deeply enough.. The resulting damage did not, consequently, 
reach the oorpus oallomua, nor the overlying hippocampal rudllIl~mt, 
although extensive damage was done to the left olngulate gyrus. 
T'nis animal, rathor to the snrprise of the experiInenters, did lAarrl 
the olfactory discriminat.ion by the fifteenth day of training and 
his performance was in no way inferior to that of unlesioned 
oontrols. 
An:i..mals II 11, 12, 13, and IS all showed damage to the oorpus 
callosum, although 'this damage was not very deep in the case of 
an:i.m.al # ll. It is clear that in all four of these anJJna.la the 
interruption of the hippooampal rud.1Irsnt on the upper 8Urfaoe did 
take place bilaterally. It will be reoalled from Chapter 6, 
Experiments in Learning, that none of these rats was able to learn 
the olf'actory disorimination despite the fact that training 
procedures Were continued until the final testing on the twenty-
fourth day from the start of discr:im:ination train1ng. 
In su.nvnary, it oan be said that ewry experimental animal 
which failed to leam or retain the discrimination was damaged 
in the hippocampal rudiment. Oontrol animals and experimental 
animal II ll~, who did learn or retain the olfactory diSCrimination, 
were not damaged in the rudiment. 'l'be extensiw damage suffered by 
rat II 14 in the left cingulate f.yrus, seems to exclude that 
structure as critical for olfactory discrimination, for he performed 
very well in postoperatiw tests. There may be a question as to 
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the effect of damaging the oommissural fibers of the corpus oalloswn, 
but the discussion 01.' this question can best be postponed to the 
following chapter which i~ devoted to a discussion of the results 
and their possible significance. 
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Chapter 8 
Discussion, Conclus:Lons, and Summary 
In evaluating the f:tndings of this study attention should 
first be turned to the ~lestion of the structures damaged by 
the lesions placed :in the brains of the eXperimental animals. 
As seen :in thn previous chapter .. there can be no question tha.t 
the hippocampal rud.iroont was interrupted bilaterally in the case 
of every experinBnta.1 8ll:i.m.-1l v(hich failed to learn or retain the 
olfactory discrimination. The only other drunage done seems to 
have been to the cingulate gyl'Us and the corpus callosum. That 
the damage done to the cingulate was critical seems effectively 
excluded by the fact that rats # 4 and # $ in which there was no 
indioation of cingulate dal'aage both failed to retain the dis-
crimination, while animal # 14, who was extensively damaged in 
the left cingulate gyrus, '(las able to leam the olfactory dis-
crimination very well. The loss of ability to If~arn an oLfactory 
discrimination cannot, therefore, be laid at the door of cingulate 
damage. This means tha.t the only structure wh ich could have been 
responsible for the deficit in discrimination besides the 
hippocampal rudiment is the corpus callosum. 
It is well known that the corpus callosum is 8. commissural 
tract connecting the two hemispheres. See for example Peele 
(1961, PP. 354-356). The genu and rostral part of the callosum 
are composed of connecting fibers for the two frontal lobes 
(Bremer and Stoupel, 19578., 19,57b; Chang, 1953; Curtis, 1940; 
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McCulloch and Garcl, 1941). Krieg (1941) points out that the 
callosal fibers frolu these areas form quite distinct fascicles 
tha.t are limited in "their positlon throughout their entire 
extent and have a location in the callosum which reflects their 
cortical connections exactly. He comnents on how remarkable it 
is that at no point in the projection fibers in thi~ area can any 
divergent fascicles or components be found. 
Now the area.s of dank"lgc and degenera.tion found in the post-
mortem studip.s of the animals used in this study are very 
circumscribed and occupy precise positions wit11m the rostral 
end of the corpus callosum. 'l'hair total spread does not exceed 
three millimeterfl within the callosum. They moW) to only one 
area oItha cortex bilaterally, area II 10. There aro no thalamio 
projeotions or projections to any known sensory part of the cortex 
or underlying nuclei. 
1'he possibility that olfactory connections between the two 
hemispheres have been severed in thr:3 se animals is excluded, for 
it is well known that in the ra.t these fibers go, not through the 
corpus callosum, but by way of the anterior commissure (Kriog, 19S5, 
p. 170) which remained intact in every animal used in this study. 
FUrthenoore, even in the case of somata-sensory fibers t..hat 
do pass through the corpus callosum (although these pass in the 
splenium far caudal to the damage done in this study) no 1nteX'-
ference has been found :in earlier studies with previously learned 
discriminations. It is true t.hat aninl.8l.s trained to solve a 
problem with one paw without visu.al aid cO"tld not, after sectioning 
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of the Callosum, "transfer" the learning to the other paw. But 
they did retain this learning in -the original paw and thoy could 
be trained to perform it with the other pay, also. (Ebner and· 
. 
M3ers J 1960; Myers, 1960). The satle effect has been reported 
previously for t.he visual modality (Sperry, StaDm and Miner, 1956), 
but this effect seems limited to these two modalities (Peele, 1961, 
p. 355). 
Finally, this effect of damaging the oallosum cannot be 
attributed to inter.:f'erencG with the funotioning of area 1/10 of 
the frontal cortex (whiCh is the only neo-eortioal. area damaged 
in any animal of this study), for Swam long ago removed this 
part of the cortex completely and found that it failed to 1nte1\-
fere vrith olfactory discrim:inat1on (Swann, 193.5). Similar results 
have been reportod by Bard and Rioch (1937), Brown and Ohieelli 
(1938), LashleY' and Sperry (1943) and Allen (1940). 
On the basis of this evidence it would seem reasonable to 
conclude that the damage which interfered with the olfactory dis-
crimination was indeed the interruption of the hippocampal 
rudiment. 
mie rudim:mt; ot course, consists of a thin sheet ot gray 
matter through which course three ~linated strands knO"Wfl as 
the medial and la.teral longitrudinal striae. On tho basis of the 
work done here, it is not possible to assert whether the inter-
ference with olfactory disorimination resulted fl"oJll the interruption 
of the striae or of the gray matter. It is virtually imposs:ible 
in this part of the brain to damage one of these without damaging 
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the other since the striae actually run direotly throug,.~ the 
mdusium griseum or gray !:latter of the rudiment. In any ease, 
bot.h of these structures are known to have connections with the 
septal area and the hippocampus (Peele, 1961, pp. 531-.532). In 
tho absence of any experimental evidence on the influence of 
either of these parts of thG rudiloont on discrimination or othor 
processes, it can be concluded only that one or the other or both 
of these was mvol ved in the effects reported in this study. 
It may be concluded that lesions 1:n the hippocampal l"I.ld:i.rrent 
prevented both retention and learning of a oonditioned olfaotory 
discrimination :in the alb:ino rat, thus oonfirming the ~thesis 
stated in Chapter 4 of this stuQy (p. 23). 
'!'he experimental verifice.tion of this llm1tE;Jd hypothas1.8 by 
no means proves the general. theory of hippocampal .functioning 
from whioh it wa."l deri'Ved, nor doae it establish tlte £unctions 
of the various parts of the rhinencephalon which were disoussed 
in an earlier chapter. l4any further studies would be requ.il'ad for 
such a conclusion .. 
'!'he present study, however, opens up sowral very promising 
avenues of research which would help to clarify the meaning and 
signifioance of t.h.ese first eXperiments 1n the area.. 
Thus, it wou.ld be interesting to know if the interruption of 
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the rudimont also prevented visual., mtor or auditory discrimination. 
On the basis of observations made on lesioned animals which could 
neither learn nor retain an olfactory discrimination, it seems that 
botJ1 motor and visual memory was untouched. These rats still 
retained the ability to press the bar tor a reward; but t.hcy ran 
to the bar i.mzoodiately and beganpresaing it without wa1t:ing for 
the odor signal. 
'l'h1s seems to indicate that the v1su.al stimulus (the bar) 
reoalled the appearance of the water and the w>vemant that could 
make 1t appear (bar-press). Acoording to Arnold t s theory this 
V'isual and motor reoall requires intact conneotions from the Visual 
area to the hippocampls proper and from there to the trontal and 
occipital association areas. These connections actually were lett 
intact in these animals. Since the oonrteotions from the olfactory 
area to the hippocampal rudiment were broken, the rats sb.oul.d not 
haVe 'been able to reoall the one odor (extract ot pine, tor 
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example) signalled water, and the other odor signalled "no water" and 
did not 1"8qt1ire a bal'-pntss. 'lhe fUrther 1mplications ot this line 
of thought could be tol"llQJ.at.ad i.nt.o JD8I'IY wort.hwh1le experiments. 
It would. be 1nteresting to investigate the pl'Oblea of whether 
the positioning or the intBm1pt1on ot the ru.d1ment would have 
differential ef.tecu on various aenao1"1 disorim.1nat1ons. Would 
intemlpt1ng the rudiment more caudall¥ atreot other,discriminaUon 
processes? It so. which Pl'O~ •• s, and in what order? Would 
severing the romix just l'Qatral to the hippooampal comm1s8Ul"8 haft 
the eftect of preventing all lea.ming or retentions ot all dis-
oriminations? Does interrupting the ·rod1ment :reallT inter1'erv with 
prooeeses other than the sensa ot Bllell? l'his would appear the more 
Pl""Ooablebypothesi8 since direct connections between the olfactory 
tracts and the rudiment do not seem 1;0 exist (Peele, 1961" pp • .543-552), 
but it would be desirable to }m.t this question and all those 
suggested by it to the experimental test. 
The significance of this st.udy I thel"8fora" lies more in the 
Q,U8stione it raises than in the completeness of the ana.rs it 
gives. It does give a clear and unequivocal answer to a limited 
quest1on: does interrupting the rudiment interfere with olfactory 
discrimina.tion? But perh.'lPS more import,ant, it opens the wq for 
a whole series of further studies which bid fair to shed quite 
considerable light on the functioning of the hippocampal system 
and the rhinencephalon in general. In 80 doing, the study has 
contributed to its general purpose t shedding some light on the 
proces~ea that intervene in the organ1am between StiDlllU8 and 
response. 
On the basis of Arnoldts theol",Y of functions and brain 
processes, it was hypothesized that lesions in the 
hippocampal ruc1iJilsnt would prevent learning and retention of a 
conditioned olfactory discrimination in the albino rat When tested 
by an operant teohnique. 
'l'mmty albino rats were divided into two groups, one for the 
study of retention, the otJler for the study of learning. 
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"Retentionlt animals were first taught an olfactory dil'lcrimination, 
then submitted to surgery resulting in electrical lesions in the 
hippocampal rudin:ent. All ell:perimental animals fniled to retain the 
preoperatively learned discrimination. Operated control animals 
paired for age, weight, sex, and preoperative rate of response by 
ba:r-press all retained the discrimination. 
"Learning" animals were submitted to surgery resulting in 
interruption of the hippocampal J'Udiment. Control animals paired 
for age, Vleight, sex, and preoperative rate 0.1', bar-press all 
learned the discrimination in 15 days of train:ing. Those 
experimental animals that had lesions interrupting the hippocampal 
ru.d:i..ment failed to learn the olfactory disorimination even though 
training was continued up to 24 d~. One exper1mentaJ. animal with 
left oingulate gyrus damaged but no lesion :in the hippooampal 
rudiment learned the ol.faotory discr1mination as well as intact 
animals. 
After discussion of the signifioanoe ofl:.he results, it was 
conoluded that interruption of uhe connection between t.he sept.al 
area and, the hiJ)?OcaIIlptls via the hippooampal. rudiment does prevent 
olfactory discrimination as predicted by .\mold, but it remains 
for further studies to olarify further the import of this 1ntel'-
ruption of the circuit in question. 
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